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The factory is located in Túrkeve, Szolnok county in Hungary founded after the transition 
in 1990. Due to the countinous developments contributed by both European Union and own 
sources the factory nowdays is a significant empoyer of the region counting 70-80 permanent 
employees.

The factory consists of the following production buildings:

Other machines for material handling:

Production procedures need to fulfill strict requirements that are guaranteed by the conti-
nously implemented Quality Management Systems. According to the certificates seen later the 
applied qualifications audited yearly are the followings:

The factory takes on wide range of steel production tasks from heavy industrial goods to fine 
locksmith products. Within the plant there is an enclosed area for fine stainless structures.

For surface treatment several options can be applied. As seen in in the enclosed list of ma-
chinery the sand blasting appliance is able to produce the finest base surface. After that vari-
ous kinds of coating technics are used such as: hot dip galvanizing, indoor or outdoor painted 
surfaces or sintered coating.  The factory is prepared for applying fire protection as well with 
certified materials.
As mentioned before the required quality is guaranteed by the implemented Quality Manage-
ment Systems but if occasionally a special certification of welding seam is needed we hire an 
independent institution to carry out the radiology or ulrtasound examination.

We are waiting for your kind inquiry! 
In the following please have a look at some of our machineries!

     
1. Cutting workshop: 400m2, 3 ton bridge crane, 5 m shoulder-height.
2a. Assembly workshop: 780 m2, 5 ton and 3 ton bridge cranes,  5 m shoulder-height.
2b. Assembly workshop: 1080 m2, 10 ton and 3 ton bridge cranes, 5 m shoulder-height.
3. Cutting, surface treatment workshop: 10 ton and 5 ton bridge cranes, 7 m shoulder-height.
4. Manipulation area between buildings  1 and 2 equipped with 5 ton frame crane.
5. Dyery connecting buildings 2 and 3: 420m2, 1.5 ton bridge crane, 5 m shoulder-height.

      
ISO 9001:2000  general certification for the quality of steel production
ISO 14001:2000  general certification for the quality of steel production
MSZ EN ISO 3834-2:2006 comprehensive certification of welding process
DIN 18800-7: 2002.09 advanced certification of welding process

INTRODUCTION

Side loading forklifts, 5 ton carrying capacity
Front forklifts, 3.5 ton carrying capacity
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Sand blasting machine for surface treatment: up to 1.000 x 
450 mm cross-section dimensioned structures or profiles

High precision steel sheet cutting machine
Max dimensions: 2.000 x 6.000 mm , max sheet thickness  100 mm in case of burning and 20mm in case of plasma head.

Radius drilling machine
High precision boring

Profile cutting machines 
for profiles up to 800 mm (7 pieces)

CNC controlled bending machines
Length: 3.000 mm, thickness: 12 mm
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CNC controlled cutting machines (2 pieces)
Length:  3.000 mm, plate thickness: 8 mm, 12 mm

Hydraulic bending machines
specially for flat steels, square tubes, round steels up to 100mm, 

minimal radius 500mm

Sheet rolling machines (2 pieces)
Length: 3.000 mm, thickness (in max length): 10 mm

Special designed bending machine 
for H, I profiles up to  200 mm, minimal 

radius 6.000 mm

Universal turning machine
Welding machines (17 pieces)

400-600 A  (for number 111, 133,135 welding procedures)
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H-2040, Budaörs, Ebner, köz II/2

Tel.: +36 23 414 370, Fax: +36 23 500 808

Web: www.jakosakft.hu

Email: titkarsag@jakosakft.hu
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